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You're on top of the world, so take the time to hike up to the Bluejoint Lookout. The view is spectacular to say the least! The hike is steep and once on top
PLEASEtake care where you step! The view is well worth the effort! You can see all the way to Big White Ski Hill to the west, to the east is Old Glory by Rossland
and many mountains in between. There is a small lake "way down:' Can you see it? Hard to imagine a Lookout Man watching the area for lightning strikes when
wind and rain were in full gale all around you.
From the late SO'sto almost 2000 the lookout was manned every spring, summer and fall. The Lookout Man was placed on top of a mountain with charts, a
radio phone and a pair of binoculars. He was the first spotter for fires caused by lightning, logging or campers. It was his job to report as accurately as possible
where there was a fire •• These brave individuals spent many lonely days and nights on top of the mountains all the while protecting our forests and enduring
visits from grizzly bears and other wild animals.
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They were a special breed of forester. Some nights lightning would be flashing all around them. When airplanes became more common, many of the lookouts
were closed and the need for these men was reduced. The Bluejoint and Roderick Duh Lookouts are all that remain in our area. At one time there were lookouts on many of the hills such as Bunch Grass and Morrissey Mountain near Grand Forks. Foresters often had to hike in packing all of their supplies for the year.
As you can imagine water was often a concern when you look around this lookout location.
With today's technology the job of the Lookout Man is done from an office. All lighting strikes across our forests are locatedand a plane is sent out to see if a
fire has started. In 2015 many fires have burnt in the area. The future forecast with global warming, even more fires are predicted for our forests. Many folks feel
controlled burning is needed to help control wild fires.
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